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About This Game
BlackSmith HIT – Hit the iron when it is hot! And show who is the real blacksmith!
Sarcasm mode on :-)
BlackSmith HIT is exclusive and interesting arcade game, which proffers ultra realistic hammering experience that features
stunning graphics, amazing animations and simple intuitive controls. Hammer the gold iron, toss away the cold ones and earn
amazing rewards by unlocking new levels.
BlackSmith HIT is promised to render dynamic strength of character in you and guarantees you tremendous satisfaction, only if
you are up for it. If you’ve what it takes to be a real blacksmith, your hammer awaits you, grab it and smash ‘em up hammer
man. All the earnest players who have the passion and zeal to compete, BlackSmith HIT has it all stored for you. Brand your
name among the best blacksmiths in the world.
As tempting as it sounds already, the game is reasonably simple. All you’ve to do is HIT and CATCH! HIT HARD AND PLAY
SMART! Your priority is to keep the anvil at the highest temperature. Well of course there’s a catch. To optimized the right
level of temperature toss the gray iron bars over your shoulder with the pliers in your hand.
Win maximum number of real gold horseshoe and accomplish as many as strokes you can. Your progress will embark a world
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full of possibilities for the blacksmith. With every pre-defined sets of challenges you complete a new and bewildering
blacksmith character is unlocked. You have to unlock 13 surprisingly creative characters and 13 scenes tailored to them. Your
every move is important, and it is followed by a certain reaction.
Features of the game:
- multiplayer mode only on Steam (for 4 Players!)
- be the best blacksmith in the world
- experience the astonishing graphics, amazing animations and splendid soundtrack
- choose from 13 awesome characters and tailored scenes
- earn gold horseshoes and you decide how to spend it
- try the addictive and intuitive gameplay
- gain bonus score in the HIT&HIT
- compete with others and check out your score on the global results
What are you waiting for? Suit up; let out the THOR inside you grab your hammer because you know you're worthy of it and
HIT LIKE A BLACKSMITH!
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Title: BlackSmith HIT
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
ENTERi
Publisher:
Forever Entertainment S. A.
Release Date: 5 Aug, 2016
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snakes. blocks. my two favorite things in life combined in one beautifully crafted game. at times i found myself thinking "man,
this game would really be the\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665if i had a few more snakes and a few more blocks", and
BAM, more snakes, more blocks, more puzzle fun. definitely an enjoyable experience from start to finish!. So far the results are
not that amazing.
598 MB .MP4 file straight from GoPro 1 min :51 secs took roughly 24 mins to convert with just shake reduction - resolution
1920x1442, framerate 47.92. final product size was 1.51 gb - youchy.
Will try converting the GoPro vids with the inbuilt gopro convertor software and try again to post updated results.
Shake reduction was also not satisfactory as a matter of fact I think the final product had more shake and original.
Only redeeming point is it costs you about a same price as your lunch.
Will update after do more testing.. Great fun! Creative puzzles with varying challenge ratings. A few fell in the "how in the heck
would I ever..." category, but that's puzzle games. Excellent art and mood.. what a game. the narrative is both harrowing and
engaging, complimented by amazing sound design and effective visuals. what a treat it is then, for the gameplay to be also
interesting and challenging at some times.. Quite Addictive; Definitely a game worth checking out. This uniquely styled topdown hack and slash game is definitely worth the time and money you put into it!. OH SO I DONT GET TO CREATE MY
OWN THINGS FROM THIS GAME?! WHAT A \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 RIP OFF!!! I WANT MY
MONEY BACK JURKS!! MAKE IT SO I CAN MAKE SOMETHING NOT SOME DUMB VIDEO!!. Good Point and Click,
you should play the previous games before this one or you'll miss most of the story and references.. The software is good (and
free, so try it before you get any DLC's)
The main reason I'm doing this review is because I HATE people B****ing about "How many DLC's there are"... NOBODY IS
FORCING YOU TO BUY THEM!
This company's goal is to keep providing content (and to get paid for it)... What's so wrong with that? They can either keep
releasing DLC's or they can make it a subscription model (I HATE subscription model software, but am happy to pay for DLC's
I want).
I personally wish they were still releasing DLC's because I LOVE the portrait one and I wish I could get some more of those
(Maybe they are still planning on it? but I think the last DLC was put out Dec 2017).
I own, and like all of the DLC's, but this software might not be for everyone.
If anybody from Overhead Games reads this, I want you to know that not everyone are A**holes about DLC's and I'm happy to
keep paying for great content if you're willing to keep making it.
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Honestly this game has one of the best soundtracks for a modern racing game. Can't wait to get my vinyl. I'm a big fan of
umineko and actually have quite a bit of fun playing it, I've only played for a little bit and took a while to figure out how to get
the menu up (you have to use z,w,a,s,d for it if you didn't know) and still don't fully undertand how to play all the characters but
I'm sure after playing it for a while figuring out the combos and how to use special moves it will be really fun, atm it's just a
simple beat em up fighting game with pretty artwork and good music :). This is a game I actually enjoy still after 100%ing it.
Yeah baby. Hail to the Polish baby.. I am excited to see games like this turning up on steam. A departure from the standard
grizzled white American, play an Iranian pilot fighting the Iraqis in the 1980s.
Great comic style cut scenes.
Mediocre game play.
https:\/\/youtu.be\/QqM755wcN_M. Wonderful puzzler!
Great ambient sounds a calm music combined with some solid puzzles and you got a wonderful game.
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